### VIII URJC Erasmus+ Staff International Week 2019

#### TENTATIVE PROGRAM

**April 1st - 5th, 2019**

### Monday, April 1st

**MEETING POINT:** UNIVERSIDAD REY JUAN CARLOS, MÓSTOLES – RECTORATE BUILDING.

Meeting Room, 6th Floor. C/ Tulipán s/n, 28933 Móstoles

- 10:00h. Reception
- Welcome reception by Rector of URJC.
- Introduction of the University – Vice-Rector of International Relations
- Presentation of some participant Universities (max. 10 min each)
- Visit to Library of Móstoles
- URJC covered Lunch at University Restaurant
- Guided walking tour to the historical places in Madrid Center
  
  **Meeting Point:** Plaza de Oriente in front of Teatro Real (Metro: Opera).

### Tuesday, April 2nd

**MEETING POINT:** UNIVERSIDAD REY JUAN CARLOS, FUENLABRADA CAMPUS

Meeting Room - Department I Building, Camino del Molino s/n, 28943 Fuenlabrada

- 10:00h. Presentation of Faculty of Communication Sciences and School of Telecommunication Engineering
- Visit to URJC Hangar and Telecommunication Laboratories
- Visit to Media Studios
- Round Table about internationalization
### VISIT TO URJC ARANJUEZ CAMPUS (10h - 18:30h)

**MEETING POINT:** Plaza España-Touristic Private Bus Stop

- Visit to historical City of Aranjuez Campus: General Pavía Building and Maestro Rodrigo Building, Simultaneous Interpreting Laboratory Visit and Conference.
- URJC covered Lunch
- Visit to Royal Palace and gardens of Aranjuez.

### Thursday, April 4th

**MEETING POINT:** UNIVERSIDAD REY JUAN CARLOS, ALCORCÓN CAMPUS

Department Building, Avenida de Atenas s/n, 28922 Alcorcón

- 10:00h. Conference about advanced Research programs at URJC and Technology Transfer.
- Visit to Heath Sciences Faculty, Medical Clinic and Laboratories

**BUS to Fuenlabrada Campus**

- 13:00h. Instituto Universitario de Danza “Alicia Alonso” Ballet performance

### Friday, April 5th

**MEETING POINT:** UNIVERSIDAD REY JUAN CARLOS, MADRID CAMPUS (VICÁLVARO) Entrance Administration Building

Department Building – Paseo de los Artilleros s/n, 28032 Madrid

- 10:00h. Visit of the Faculty of Law and Social Sciences with a final conference.
- Presentation of URJC Erasmus Student Network (URJCESN) and voluntary programs
- Networking meeting. Discussion and feedback
- Certificates and Farewell.